
IS-480
INTELLIGENT HIGH
PERFORMANCE MODULAR
MAILING SYSTEM

WHY CHOOSE NEOPOST?
Neopost is the European leader and a major worldwide provider of
mailing and logistics solutions. Our innovative products and services
bring simplicity and efficiency to your complete mailing process to
make your business run more effectively.

Neopost brilliantbasics benefits provide excellence in all our offers,
from products to support and services. They bring you the best in
operational efficiency, mail quality and security, budget optimisation
and online management.

SPECIFICATIONS

OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY
Speed (batch processing) 150 LPM
Inline weighing speed 
(dynamic scale) 90 LPM
Control panel colour touchscreen
Envelope – minimum 89mm x 127mm 
Envelope – maximum 254mm x 330mm
Maximum envelope thickness 16mm
Tape dispenser Automatic
Imprint memories 9

MAIL QUALITY AND SECURITY
Advertising slogans 8 standard/2 open
Mail-class Automatically printed 
Incoming mail date stamp 
Adjustable water flow for sealer 

BUDGET OPTIMISATION
Account reporting and control 50 departments standard

ONLINE MANAGEMENT
Postal rate change downloads 
Low-Ink E-mail Alerts 
Remote diagnostics 
Remote access to postal and dept usage 

SYSTEM DIMENSIONS
Length x Height x Depth 1219mm x 324mm x 442mm
With dynamic scale 1657mm x 324mm x 442mm

OPTIONS
Dynamic scale 
Weigh platforms 3, 5, 10 or 30kg
Differential Weighing 
Departmental upgrades 100/300
NeoFunds 
Neopost MAS 
Bar code scanner 
USB mass storage 

Optimise efficiency. Ensure quality.

IS-480
FAST AND EFFICIENT 
MAIL PROCESSING

PERFORMANCE ASSURED
• Ergonomically-designed control panel and menu screen
• Menu selection is quick and easy
• Whisper-quiet operation
• Self-aligning mixed-size feeder allows reliable processing of mixed 

mail without manual adjustments
• Dynamic scale categorises and franks mixed mail at speeds up to 90

letters per minute
• Ink-replacement alerts delivered on the machine and by email

EFFICIENCY OPTIMISED
• NeoFunds makes it easy to keep your mail moving; simply download 

postage now and pay later
• Smart Start technology eliminates keystrokes and saves time. Each 

time a mail piece is removed from the weigh platform, the system is 
set in motion

• Shortcut keys deliver quick selection for operational efficiency
• Automatic setting of postal rate dies eliminates errors, ensures 

compliance and improves productivity
• Imprint memory feature offers direct access for fast recall
• Easy postal rate selection with failsafe Rate Wizard, quick shortcuts, 

or select from most recently used rates

COST CONTROL
• PIN code protection helps you control usage
• Default rate setting helps eliminate accidental mis-posting
• Postage usage allocation by department or user
• Online access to detailed postal usage by department, class, or user
• Advanced Neopost MAS, PC mail accounting software
• Assign budgets by department or cost centre

Being ISO 9001, 14001 and OHSAS
18001 certified, Neopost will serve you

in accordance with the highest process,
quality and environmental standards.www.neopost.com

© 2008. Neopost Limited.
All rights reserved.
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MIX IT UP – IS-480 WILL SORT IT AND SEAL IT
Eliminate the manual task of sorting mail by size, thickness, or weight.
Simply Load ‘n Go when you place your envelopes of various sizes and
formats into the mixed-size self-aligning feeder and press start. And no
matter what your needs are, the IS-480 can process and automatically seal
up to 150 letters per minute. It’s that easy – sorted, sealed and ready to go.

PRICING YOUR MAIL HAS NEVER BEEN FASTER
Dramatically reduce mail processing time and simplify operations with the
Neopost Speedweigh dynamic scale. Its intelligent four-point-detection
system is patented to automatically weigh and measure full dimensions
and then processes your mail, accurately franking it in compliance with
Pricing in Proportion at speeds up to 90 letters per minute.

For larger package handling, external weigh platforms with up to 30kg in
capacity are available that can be ergonomically placed where you use 
them most.

Whats more, with Differential Weighing and Smart Start technology you
simply place a stack of mail on the platform, lift one piece off at a time and
the system will automatically dispense a postage label.

WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED
Neopost customer support is there for you with our UK based contact centre
and nationwide trained technicians who are ready to assist you.

In fact, our dedication to providing you with world-class customer satisfaction
is so advanced that we offer automatic diagnostics with our IS product line.
By uploading systems data, we will be alerted if you are having trouble.

With myneopost, this remote access to your system allows us to analyse
the situation remotely and then fix it accordingly.

Eco-friendly, the upgraded Neopost IS range is designed to reduce your
environmental footprint.

Being ISO 14001 (environmental) certified, Neopost will serve you
according to the highest process, quality and environmental standards.

IS-480
INTELLIGENT HIGH PERFORMANCE MODULAR
MAILING SYSTEM

MONITOR, TRACK AND CONTROL POSTAL EXPENDITURE ONLINE
myneopost online services give you greater control over your mailing
system and postal expenditures. The IS-480 connects to myneopost to help
you manage your operations more efficiently.

Never run out of ink with Low Ink E-Mail Alerts.

Enjoy the hassle-free automatic postal rate change downloads that ensure
you’re compliant with the latest postal rates. With convenient online access,
you can monitor and track postage, mail class, and department usage.

Dynamic businesses count on smart productivity tools to do more than simply move the mail. Neopost’s
IS-480 takes mail processing to a new level of intelligence and delivers productivity at its best.

With state-of-the-art technology and myneopost online services under your control, you’ll be sure to have
the best-in-class solution to meet your demanding mail room needs.

Convenient to use, the highly capable IS-480 with whisper-quiet operation is fast and efficient. With the
smallest footprint in its category, you’ll appreciate the sleek ergonomic design that easily integrates into
your business environment.

MAIL ACCOUNTING SOLUTIONS THAT KEEP YOU IN CONTROL
Optimising budget and effective costs control are expected in today’s
business environment. Neopost MAS delivers the detailed reports you
need to track, analyse, allocate, forecast, and consolidate your mail
processing activity by mail class, department, time-period and more,
even from a distance.

You can establish budget by department and then monitor costs with
automatic alerts or limits controlling overspending. Connect to a PC with
Neopost MAS installed and you’re never out of control.

COLOUR TOUCHSCREEN CONTROL PANEL

SIMPLE, RELIABLE, ACCURATE OPERATION

MIXED-MAIL FEEDING AND WEIGHING

myneopost ONLINE MAIL MANAGEMENT

BEST-IN-CLASS ACCOUNTING OPTIONS

Intuitive colour touchscreen provides
simple navigation, minimizes
keystrokes and improves efficiency
with one touch selection. 

Differential weighing technology
calculates and delivers the exact
postage for each item removed
from the platform.

Automatic mixed-size feeder
adjusts to sort mail by size and
thickness. Self-aligning rollers
prevent jams or misprints.

Wide feed deck processes large
envelopes in either portrait or
landscape formats.

PiP compliant dynamic scale
automatically categorizes
based on shape and weight,
then accurately rates mail at
speeds up to 90 letters per
minute.

Function shortcut keys offer
operational efficiency.

FULL COLOUR TOUCHSCREEN CONTROL
The full colour touchscreen minimises keystrokes and puts even the
occasional user in control with an easy-to-read overview. 

Eliminate errors with a host of smart functions and effortless menu
prompts that deliver the extensive features of the IS-480. 

Benefit by using the failsafe Rate Wizard, or the ‘last rates used’ – just like
redialing a number on your mobile phone – and easy-to-use shortcut keys
that save you time.


